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Everyday matter is made of

1st generation particles

e.g.

𝛽− decay: 14𝐶 ⟶ 14𝑁 + 𝑒− + ഥ𝜈𝑒



The 2nd generation exception: 

the muon

What can be learnt from

firing these exotic particles

into magnetic materials ?



Cosmic rays provide a major source of muons

Vertically, on earth’s surface: ~1 muon / cm² / min





What happens when they arrive into dense matter ?



They stop and then die

Scattering is not involved



The principle of muography
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Large gyromagnetic ratio 𝛾 (∼ 3 × proton’s)

Muons are very sensitive to magnetic fields



𝜇+ ⟶ 𝑒+ + 𝜈𝑒 + 𝜈𝜇

The muon decay is a 3 body process



The weak interaction do

not conserve parity

The emitted positron

emerges predominantly

along the direction

of the muon spin



No Bext needed: non-perturbative technique

Probe of Bloc in a local & bulk way



TRIUMF

continuous beam

ISIS

pulsed beam (50 Hz)

PSI

continuous beam jPARC

pulsed beam (25 Hz)

µ+SR facilities world-wide

It stands for positive Muon Spin Rotation & Relaxation





What to expect ?

The field distribution approach
Kind of Bloc ↔ kind of µ+SR spectrum



What to expect ? (Take home summary)

Amplitude / Frequency / Damping

Amplitude: magnetic volume fraction (hom./inhom.)

Frequency: average local (on-site) magnetic field

Damping: field distribution / magnetic fluctuations



A (straightforward) fisrt example

ZF µ+SR in the organic ferromagnet p-NPNN

(Blundell et al. 1995) 



A second example

(Mendels et al. 2005)

A sodium cobaltate that undergoes an AF transition

4 frequencies ⟶ 4 stopping sites

Long-time asymmetry ∼ 1/3 initial asymmetry ⟶ fully static magnetism



A third example: a Quantum Spin Liquid

Paratacamites family: ZnxCu1-x(OH)6Cl2

The end member (x = 1) is the celebrated Herbertsmithite

First experimental realization of the Kagome Heisenberg AntiFerromagnet

First experimental evidence of a QSL ground state with ZF µ+SR

(Mendels et al. 2005)



SQM team « NMR » team

It stands for Spectroscopies of Quantum Materials.
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Thank you !


